ACCESSIBILITY AND INDEPENDENCE

ZERO CONTACT: IT KNOWS HOW TO KEEP ITS DISTANCE!
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The DELABIE Group, expert in hygienic accessories for public and commercial places has just extended
its BINOPTIC range of mixers and taps with the new BINOPTIC electronic soap dispenser. This harmonious
ensemble is 100% non-contact.
No contact, 100% hygiene
Hand washing is the basis of good hygiene and an
effective measure against bacteria. Electronics reinforce
this efficiency.
With the BINOPTIC soap dispenser, the hands are detected
automatically by an infrared sensor. Setting the sensor
distance ensures that there is no manual contact with the
soap dispenser, avoiding any contamination by hand.
The BINOPTIC dispenser, partnered with DELABIE’s
BINOPTIC mixers and taps, offers the highest level of
hand hygiene; 100% non-contact.
Design harmony
The new BINOPTIC electronic soap dispenser creates
a harmonious whole with DELABIE’s famous BINOPTIC
taps. Because the washrooms often represent the image
of the whole building, this dispenser brings the final
design touch to public washrooms.

Liquid or foam?
At last - a single dispenser for liquid and foam soap!
The BINOPTIC electronic dispenser is suitable for the two
types of soap, and even for hydroalcoholic gel.
Moreover, the no waste, non-drip pump dispenser cannot
be blocked, and it distributes the correct amount of soap
per activation.
A clever tank
The tanks for soap dispensers are often installed in places
that are difficult to access, for example, under the sink.
The unique clip-on system for the BINOPTIC electronic
dispenser’s tank has been cleverly designed to make it
easy for the maintenance staff to use.

PRODUCT BRIEF / BINOPTIC ELECTRONIC SOAP DISPENSER:
IT KNOWS HOW TO KEEP ITS DISTANCE!
The DELABIE Group, expert in hygienic accessories for public and commercial places has just extended its BINOPTIC range of mixers and taps
with the new BINOPTIC electronic soap dispenser. With no manual contact, total hygiene is guaranteed. Its stylish and functional lines make this
liquid soap or foam dispenser an essential item for public and commercial places.
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DELABIE, manufacturer’s expertise
DELABIE, a 100% family-owned French company, founded in 1928, is the European market leader in water controls and sanitary equipment for public and commercial places.
The company offers five product ranges specifically for this market: Commercial water controls, Hospital water controls, Accessibility and Hygienic accessories, Stainless steel
sanitary ware and Specialist water controls.
Over 2,000 DELABIE manufactured items, including international references, are exported from its factory in France to more than 90 countries.
The company has 9 subsidiaries worldwide: Germany, Austria, Benelux, United Kingdom, Spain, Portugal, Poland, United Arab Emirates (Dubai) and China (Hong-Kong).
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